Course Outcome Summary

Course Information

Description
Students prepare for the Commercial Motor Vehicles General Knowledge (written) Test, related required Endorsements (written) Test(s), related optional Endorsements (written) Test(s), and the Pre-Trip Inspection (skills) Examination. The goal in this course is to obtain a MN Class A CDL permit. (Prerequisites: None).

Total Credits 1
Total Hours 16

Types of Instruction

Instruction Type Credits/Hours
Lecture, learner reading, group discussion 1/16

Pre/Corequisites
None.

Institutional Core Competencies

Civic Engagement and Social Responsibility - Students will be able to demonstrate the ability to engage in the social responsibilities expected of a community member.

Course Competencies

1. Read the current MN CDL Manual.
   Learning Objectives
   a. Identify the MN requirements to obtain a MN Class A learners permit and license
   b. Recall MN and national laws related to the operation of a Class A vehicle

2. Demonstrate Pre-Trip Walk-Through Examination procedures.
   Learning Objectives
   a. Identify and locate the items from the Pre-Trip Inspection list on a Class A vehicle.
   b. Analyze and determine if the items are safe or unsafe and then explain the conclusion of your assessment.

3. Memorize information required to successfully pass CDL General Knowledge and Endorsement(s) Tests.
   Learning Objectives
a. Apply the knowledge gleaned from the CDL manual to successfully complete the required tests
b. Complete the MNDOT process to obtain/have issued in your name a legal Class A learners permit

**SCC Accessibility Statement**

South Central College strives to make all learning experiences as accessible as possible. If you have a disability and need accommodations for access to this class, contact the Academic Support Center to request and discuss accommodations. North Mankato: Room B-132, (507) 389-7222; Faribault: Room A-116, (507) 332-5847.

Additional information and forms can be found at: [www.southcentral.edu/disability](http://www.southcentral.edu/disability)

This material can be made available in alternative formats by contacting the Academic Support Center at 507-389-7222.